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Abstract

Cancer stem cell (CSC) theory has been proposed and verified in many cancers. The existence of osteosarcoma CSCs has
been confirmed for many years and multiple surface markers have been employed to identify them. In this study, we
identified CD271+ subpopulation of osteosarcoma displaying stem-like properties. CD271, known as the neural crest nerve
growth factor receptor, is the marker of bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) and human melanoma-initiating cells.
We discovered that CD271 was expressed differentially in diverse types of human osteosarcoma and stabilized cell lines.
CD271+ osteosarcoma cells displayed most of the properties of CSC, such as self-renewal, differentiation, drug resistance
and tumorigenicity in vivo. Nanog, Oct3/4, STAT3, DNA-PKcs, Bcl-2 and ABCG2 were more expressed in CD271+ cells
compared with CD2712 cells. Our study supported the osteosarcoma CSC hypothesis and, to a certain extent, revealed one
of the possible mechanisms involved in maintaining CSCs properties.
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Introduction

Osteosarcoma is the most common primary malignant bone

tumor in children and adolescents. Despite the intensified

chemotherapy and aggressive surgery, the survival rates of

osteosarcoma patients have remained at 50%–80% since 1970s

[1,2,3]. Increasing evidences have supported the hypothesis that a

small cell subpopulation displaying stem-like properties is respon-

sible for cancer relapse and metastasis [4]. These cell subsets are

called cancer stem cells (CSCs) or tumor initiating cells (TICs).

According to CSC theory, the bulk of tumor is comprised of

heterogeneous cell population. CSCs are at the top of hierarchy.

By symmetrical and asymmetrical division, the rare CSCs are

capable of self-renewal and generating the rest of the growing

tumor cells. Unlike normal stem cells, CSCs are out of control in

proliferation and maintaining genomic integrity [5].

CSCs have been identified in many types of cancers, such as

leukemia, breast tumor, brain tumor, prostate tumor and

melanoma [6,7,8,9,10]. CSCs are identified mainly based on

detection of molecule markers, intrinsic cellular properties and

Functional characterization [11].

Since stem-like cells in bone sarcoma were firstly detected by

Gibbs [12], multiple markers have been employed to identify

CSCs of osteosarcoma, such as CD133 [13], CD117/Stro-1 [14],

CBX3/ABCA5 [15]. CSCs with these marks shared similar stem–

like properties, such as self-renewal, differentiation, drug resis-

tance, tumorigenicity and multi-potency. Although osteosarcoma

CSCs account for only few percentages of cells, they have

advantages of survival, proliferation and oncogenicity compared

with the rest.

CD271, known as one of the cell-surface markers of bone

marrow mesenchymal stromal/stem cell (MSC) [16,17], was

recently reported being expressed in human melanoma-initiating

cells [18]. The purpose of our study was to determine whether

CD271+ osteosarcoma cells display stem-like properties. We have

investigated the abilities of self-renewal, differentiation, drug

resistance and tumorigenicity of CD271+ cells and then studied

the possible mechanisms involved in maintaining these properties.

Our study may be helpful in the development of targeted therapies

in the future.

Results

CD271 Expression in human biopsy specimens and cell
lines

We found that CD271 was expressed in the tissue specimens,

representative images of immunostaining for CD271 showed a

plasma membrane pattern (Figure 1). The CD271 expression was

varied in osteoblastic, chondroblastic and fibroblastic osteosarco-

ma (ranged from 0 to 29%). CD271 was also expressed in a small

portion of cells in osteosarcoma cell lines, SAOS2(6.2160.46%),

U2OS(8.7361.01%), MNNG/HOS(6.5260.98%)(Figure 2A, up

panel). These data indicated that CD271+ osteosarcoma cells

maybe a new subpopulation with special properties distinguished

from the rest.

CD271+ cells had the abilities of self-renewal and
differentiation

Increasing evidences have supported that sarcospheres obvious-

ly display stem-like properties [19,20]. We detected the CD271

expression in sarcospheres of osteosarcoma cell lines SAOS2,

U2OS, MNNG/HOS. Sarcospheres were cultured in anchorage-

independent, serum-starved conditions, then dissociated and

detected by flow cytometry (FCM). As a result, the elevated

proportion of CD271+ cells was detected in sarcospheres of all

three cell lines (Figure 2A, bottom panel).
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In order to investigate the self-renewal and differentiation

abilities, CD271+ cells were enriched by magnetic activated cell

sorting (MACS), then cultured in anchorage-independent, serum-

starved conditions. After 7–9 days, sarcospheres was formed in

CD271+ cultures but not in CD2712 cultures. (Figure 2B). Next,

sarcospheres were dissociated and cultured in anchorage-inde-

pendent, serum-starved conditions repeatedly and the secondary

spheres were formed in 6–8 days. Thereafter, sarcospheres were

collected and cultured in adherent, serum-containing conditions.

In 9–12 days, sarcospheres of three cell lines expanded into

monolayers cells, and the CD271 expression recovered to the

normal level of primary cell lines.

Two studies of murine osteosarcoma have confirmed that three

transcription factors: Nanog, Oct3/4 and STAT3, are involved in

maintaining self-renewal and pluripotency of ES cells [21,22]. We

assessed the expression of these proteins by performing western

blot, immunofluorescence and flow cytometry in CD271+/

CD2712 osteosarcoma cells. As shown in Figure 3, Nanog,

Oct3/4 and STAT3 which are located in the nucleus of all three

cell lines exhibited higher expression in CD271+ cells than in

CD2712 cells.

CD271+ cells were more resistant to DDP compared with
CD2712 cells

Another property of CSCs is drug resistance which led to failure

of chemotherapy and recurrence of tumor. We treated CD271+

and CD2712 cells with DDP of different concentration for

24 hours. As a result, CD271+ cells showed more resistance to

DDP with higher IC50 values in all three cell lines(7.4661.13 ug/

ml vs 3.4560.97 ug/ml in SAOS2, 12.8262.04 ug/ml vs

9.0661.28 ug/ml in U2OS, 3.460.97 ug/ml vs 2.0660.44 ug/

ml in MNNG/HOS, Figure 4, A-D). Next, the key protein,

catalytic subunit of DNA-dependent protein kinase (DNA-PKcs),

Bcl-2 and ABCG2, involved in DNA repair and anti-apoptosis was

investigated by western blotting. As a result, in all three cell lines,

DNA-PKcs, Bcl-2 and ABCG2 were more expressed in CD271+

cells than in CD2712 cells (Figure 4E).

Cell proliferation and cycle analyses
We investigated the proliferation ability of CD271+ and

CD2712 osteosarcoma cells. As shown in Figure 5B, CD271+

cells display higher proliferative potential compared with CD2712

cells. The mean doubling time of SAOS2, U2OS, MNNG/HOS

derived from CD1332 cells were 42 h, 50 h and 45 h, while the

cells derived form CD271+ cells exhibited a mean doubling time of

36 h, 40 h and 33 h respectively.

In addition, the cell cycle of CD271+ cells and CD2712 cells

was studied. Compared with CD2712 cells, CD271+ cells

exhibited a higher G2/M peak(Figure 5A). The percentages of

CD271+ cells in G2/M were 35.8%, 36.6%, 37.9% in SAOS2,

U2OS, MNNG/HOS respectively, whereas the percentages of

CD2712 cells in G2/M were 28.4%, 27.1%, 20.1% in the three

cell lines.

CD271+ cells were more tumorigenic in vivo compared
with CD2712 cells

The most significant characteristic of CSCs is tumorigenicity in

vivo. We subcutaneously injected CD271+/CD2712 cells, isolated

by performing MACS, in Balb/C-Nu mice. Only MNNG/HOS

were able to generate tumors, rather than SAOS2 and U2OS

described as previous research [13]. Up to 6 weeks, the frequency

of tumor formation of CD271+ cells was higher than that of

CD2712 cells (Table 1 and Figure 6A). As few as 104 CD271+ cells

generated tumors while 26105 CD2712 cells were required to

form tumors. Furthermore, the size of tumors originated from

CD271+ cells was considerably greater than that from CD2712

cells (Figure 6B and C).

Next, immunohistochemisty were performed to investigate the

CD271 expression in tumors originated from CD271+/CD2712

cells respectively. As a result, the tumors originated from CD271+/

CD2712 cells had similar CD271 expression, which was consistent

with that of primary cell lines. Apparently, the proportion of

CD271+ cells was prone to be adjusted to the normal level. This

fact also confirmed the ability of differentiation of CD271+ cells in

vivo.

Materials and Methods

Ethics Statement
Ten samples of osteosarcoma patient were retrieved from the

Department of Pathology, Qilu Hospital of Shandong University.

The specimens were confirmed histopathologically by three

Figure 1. Human steosarcoma tissue and cell lines expressed CD271. Immunocytochemical staining of CD271 in osteosarcoma cell lines
SAOS2(A), U2OS(B), MNNG/HOS(C). Immunohistochemical staining of CD271 in biopsy of different type of osteosacoma, osteoblastic(D),
fibroblastic(E) and chondroblastic(F). Few percentages of cells displayed strong to medium positive expression of CD271 with a plasma membrane
pattern. Magnification 4006.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0098549.g001
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pathologists according to the diagnostic criteria. Our research has

been approved by the Medical Ethical Committee of Qilu

Hospital. A written informed consent document has been obtained

from each participant.

Pathogen-free BALB/c nude mice (weighing 17.5–18.9 g, SPF

grade, certificate SCXK2011–0012) of 4–5 week old were

purchased from Department of Laboratory Animal Science of

Peking University (Beijing, China) and maintained at the key

Laboratory of Cardiovascular Remodeling and Function Research

in Qilu Hospital of Shandong University. The animal experimen-

tal protocol complied with the Animal Management Rules of the

Chinese Ministry of Health (Document No. 55, 2001) and was

approved by Animal Care and Use Committee of Shandong

University.

Cell culture
SAOS2, U2 and MNNG/HOS osteosarcoma cell lines were

purchased from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC).

Cells were cultured in McCoy’s 5A (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA,

USA) or DMEM (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) supplemented

with 10% FBS (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) at 37uC and 5%

CO2.

Figure 2. Sarcospheres had higher CD271 expression. (A, C) Sphere cells (A, bottom panel) had higher CD271 expression compared with
monolayer cells(A bottom panel). (B)Spheres formation assay. CD271+ cells formed sarcospheres in anchorage-independent, serum-starved
conditions (top and second panel). The sarcospheres detached into monolayers in normal condition (third panel). CD2712 cells hardly formed any
sphere in anchorage-independent, serum-starved conditions (bottom panel). *P,0.01.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0098549.g002
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Figure 3. Expression of ES marker genes in CD271+/CD2712 cells. (A,B) Immunofluorescence and flow cytometry analysis demonstrated that
Nanog, Oct3/4 and STAT3 are located in nucleus and expressed highly in CD271+ SAOS2 cell lines. (C)Western blotting analysis manifested higher
expression of these proteins in CD271+ cells than in CD2712 cells of SAOS2, U2 and MNNG/HOS cell lines.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0098549.g003

Figure 4. CD271+ cells were more resistant to DDP. (A-C) SAOS2, U2OS and MNNG/HOS cell lines were treated with DDP of different
concentration for 24 h and then with drug free medium for another 24 h. Cell viability was tested by MTT assay. (D)IC50 to DDP was evaluated.
CD271+ cells showed higher IC50 compared with CD2712 cells in SAOS2(7.4661.13 ug/ml vs 3.4560.97 ug/ml), U2OS(12.8262.04 ug/ml vs
9.0661.28 ug/ml), MNNG/HOS(3.460.97 ug/ml vs 2.0660.44 ug/ml). (E)Western blotting analysis manifested higher expression of DNA-PKcs, Bcl-2
and ABCG2 in CD271+ cells. *P,0.05, **P,0.01.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0098549.g004
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Sphere formation assay
Cells were seeded at a density of 106/wells in six-well ultralow

attachment plates (Corning Inc, Corning, NY). Sphere culture

system was constitute of MacCoy’s 5A or DMEM, N2 supple-

ment(Sigma Biochemicals, St. Louis, MO), 1% methylcellulose

(Sigma Biochemicals, St. Louis, MO), 20 ng/ml EGF(PeproTech,

Rocky Hill, NJ) and 20 ng/ml bFGF(PeproTech, Rocky Hill, NJ).

Fresh aliquots of EGF and bFGF were added every two days. At

8–10 days, spheres containing at least 50 cells each were observed

by inverted phase contrast microscopy (Olympus, Melville, NY).

Flow cytometry
Cells were detached with trypsin-EDTA into single cell

suspension. 105 cells/sample were incubated with AF647-labeled

antibodies(Miltenyi Biotec, Italy) or corresponding isotype controls

in 4uC for 30 min. After washing steps, the labeled cells were

detected using FACScan(BD Calibur) machine. A blank control

without labeling was analyzed to delineate the unstained

populations.

Magnetic activated cell sorting
MACS was performed using CD271 MicroBead Kit (Miltenyi

Biotec, Italy). Cells were harvested and single-cell suspension was

prepared in MACS separation buffer(Miltenyi Biotec, Italy). Cells

were incubated with FcR Blocking Reagent and CD271 antibody

conjugated to PE in 4uC for 10 min, then incubated with FcR

Blocking Reagent and Anti-PE MicroBeads in 4uC for 15 min.

After washing steps, magnetic separation was performed using MS

Columns and MACS Separator. Flow cytometry was performed to

test the purity of sorted cells.

Figure 5. Cell cycle and proliferation analyses. (A) In SAOS2, U2OS, MNNG/HOS cell lines, CD271+ cells exhibited a higher G2/M peak compared
with CD2712 cells. (B) The growth curves of CD271+ cells of all three cells lines display higher proliferative potential compared with CD2712 cells.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0098549.g005
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Western blot
Cells were lysed in RIPA with 1 mM PMSF for 30 min on ice.

The mixture was centrifuged at 14,000 g for 5 min and the

precipitate was discarded. BCA protein assay (Beyotime, China)

was performed to measure the protein concentration. Samples

containing equal amount of protein were separated by SDS-PAGE

and electroblotted onto polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membrane

using standard procedure. Non-specific sites were blocked with 5%

nonfat milk for 1 hour at room temperature. PVDF membrane

was incubated at 4uC overnight with corresponding primary

antibodies, Nanog(Cell Signaling Technology, Beverly, MA,

USA), Oct3/4(Cell Signaling Technology, Beverly, MA, USA),

STAT3(Cell Signaling Technology, Beverly, MA, USA), ABCG2

(Cell Signaling Technology, Beverly, MA, USA), BCL-2(Cell

Signaling Technology, Beverly, MA, USA, Beverly, MA,

USA),and DNA-PKcs(Abcam, Cambridge, UK). After washed in

TBS with 0.1% Tween 20, blots were incubated with anti-rabbit

or anti-mouse secondary antibodies conjugated with horseradish

peroxidase. Immunoreactive bands were detected by enhanced

chemiluminescence(ECL)(GE Healthcare, UK).

Immunohistochemistry/immunocytochemistry
Tissues of 10 patients who diagnosed as osteosarcoma including

8 osteoblastic osteosarcoma, 5 chondroblastic osteosarcoma, 7

fibroblastic osteosarcoma from Qilu hospital were studied. The

paraffin embedded tissue samples were prepared as routine and

3 um sections were mounted on slides. The slides were depar-

affinized, rehydrated, and processed for antigen retrieval with

citrate antigen retrieval buffer (Beijing Zhongshan Goldenbridge

Biotechnology, China). For immunocytochemistry, cells were

seeded on slices at confluence of 80–90%. After adherence, cells

were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde. Then both tissue and cell

slices were processed as followed.

Endogenous peroxydase was blocked with 3% H2O2, then slices

were incubated with CD271 mouse anti-human primary anti-

body(Abcam, Cambridge, UK) in 4uC overnight. Signal detection

was performed using SP-9000 Histostain-Pluskit(Beijing Zhong-

shan Goldenbridge Biotechnology, China). After color visualiza-

tion using ZLI-9031 DAB kit (Beijing Zhongshan Goldenbridge

Biotechnology, China), slices were observed under microscope.

The CD271 expression was graded according to the method by

Manoharan etal [23].

Drug resistance assessment
Cells were plated in 96-well plate at density of 2000–5000/well.

After adherence, different concentrations (0–20 ug/ml) of DDP

(Qilu Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd, Shandong, China) were added into

the medium for 24 hours and then cells were cultured in drug-free

medium for another 24 hours. Cell viability was assessed by MTT

assay to determine the IC50 value.

Figure 6. Tumor formation assay in vivo. (A)Increasing numbers of CD271+ (left) cells were injected subcutaneously in Balb/C-Nu mice with
equal amount of CD2712 (right) cells as control. (B)Gross pictures of tumor originated from 106 CD271+/CD2712 cells respectively at different time
(16, 21, 25days) in one host. (C)Growth curve of tumor originated from 106 CD271+/CD2712 cells showed higher tumorigenic efficiency of CD271+

cells compared with CD2712 cells.(D)Representative images of H&E staining and immunohistochemistry of CD271 expression in tumors originated
from CD271+ (right panel)and CD2712 (left panel)cells. Magnification, 6006.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0098549.g006

Table 1. Tumor formation assay of MNNG/HOS in vivo.

Cell number 16104 56104 26105 16106

CD271+ 1/5 3/5 5/5 4/4

CD2712 0/5 0/5 1/5 1/4

MNNG/HOS osteosarcoma cells were injected subcutaneously into Balb/C-Nu mice. Numbers indicate tumor bearing/injected mice.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0098549.t001
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Cell cycle analysis
CD271+ cells and CD2712 cells sorted with MACS were

washed twice in phosphate-buffered saline and then fixed in 70%

ethanol for 60 min at 220uC. After washing in cold phosphate-

buffered saline, cells were incubated in 1 mg/ml RNase A for

15 min. Then cells were resuspended in 1 ml of phosphate-

buffered saline solution with 40 mg of propidium iodide for

30 min. Samples were then analyzed for their DNA content by

FACScan(BD Calibur and Becton Dickinson,CA,USA).

Tumor formation in vivo
Cells were sorted by MACS and counted by trypan blue

staining. Then cells were suspended in non-serum medium with

equal volume of Matrigel (BD Biosciences) and injected subcuta-

neously of Balb/C-Nu mice. Mice were monitored every 2 days

for subcutaneous tumors until up to 6 weeks. Tumor volume was

calculated using the formula width26length/2.

Statistical analyses
Statistical analysis was performed using Student’s t-test with

GraphPad StatMate softeware(GraphPad Softeware, Inc. San-

Diego, CA). Values were expressed as mean6SD and level of

significance statistically was set at p value ,0.05.

Discussion

In the last two decades, CSC theory has been proposed and

studied in many types of neoplasms. Despite the debates of the

tumor model [24], compelling evidence has confirmed that a small

fraction of cells in tumor display the abilities of self-renewal,

differentiation, multi-potency, tumorigenicity, and drug resistance

compared with the rest. These cell subpopulations, known as

cancer stem cells (CSCs) or tumor-initiating cells (TICs), have been

considered to be primarily responsible for the amplification,

metastasis, drug resistance and relapse of tumor. Since CSCs are

at the apex hierarchy of the heterogeneous cancer cells,

identification of CSCs may provide effective approaches for

targeted-therapy.

One of the effective methods to isolate CSCs relies on

phenotypical analysis. Since first evidence of CSCs was found in

human acute myeloid leukemia by Bonnet ect [6], diverse surface

markers have been employed to identify CSCs in many types of

cancers such as breast tumor, brain tumor, prostate tumor and

melanoma [7,8,9,10]. CSCs of osteosarcoma were first character-

ized by Gibbs [12]. Possibly due to their mesenchymal origin [25],

osteosarcoma CSCs are proved to preferentially express MSC

markers, such as CD133 [13,20], CD117/Stro-1 [14], CBX3/

ABCA5 [15]. Although no evidence revealed the exact role of

CSCs markers in maintaining stemness properties, the certain

cellular surface marker phenotype was resulted from the combi-

nation effect of microenvironments, genetic and epigenetic

changes, as well as intrinsic cellular properties of CSCs.

Furthermore, it is believed that more than one type of CSC exists

in the tumor mass [11]. Therefore, multiple markers are necessary

to identify CSCs.

CD271, known as the neural crest nerve growth factor receptor,

is also the surface marker of MCS [16,17]. In addition, CD271

was reported being expressed in human melanoma-initiating cells

[18], which display their distinguished tumorigenicity ability in

vivo. In this study, we identified CD271 as the surface marker of

osteosarcoma CSCs. We found that CD271+ osteosarcoma cells

had the abilities of self-renewal, differentiation, drug resistance and

tumorigenicity compared with CD2712 cells.

CSCs generally account for small proportion of tumor cells. We

examined the CD271 expression in human osteosarcoma biopsy

and stabilized cell lines and found that a small portion of cells

expressed CD271, but the expression was varied markedly among

different types of human specimens. Nevertheless, these cells

represent a new cell subset by phenotypical feature. Sarcospheres

cultured in anchorage-independent, serum-free conditions were

widely believed to have stem-like properties and to be rich in CSCs

[12]. In our study, CD271+ cells had higher proportion in sphere

cells than in monolayer cells. This fact strongly indicates CD271+

cells have stem-like properties.

Then we investigated the abilities of self-renewal and differen-

tiation of CD271+ cells. Sphere formation assay showed that

CD271+ cells formed more and bigger spheres than CD2712 cells.

Singly dissociated primary sphere cells could form secondary

spheres. Furthermore, in the normal culture condition, the high

expression of CD271 was reduced to normal level of primary cell

lines. The fact that CD271+ cells can rebuild the tumor

heterogeneity suggested the capability of differentiation of this

cell subpopulation.

In order to study the mechanism of these properties, we

investigated the expression of ES cell key marker gene in CD271+

cells. Nanog and Oct3/4 are involved in maintaining the self-

renewal and pluripotency of undifferentiated ES cells [21]. STAT3

is associated with regulation of cell growth, differentiation and

death [26]. CD271+ cells had higher expression of these genes

maintaining undifferentiation and self-renewal ability of ES cells,

which suggested that CD271+ cells might have stem-like proper-

ties. However, the relationship between these genes and stem-like

properties is not fully understood in CSCs. Further research is

required to explore the mechanism.

Another characteristic of CSCs was drug resistance, which is

thought to be the cause of chemotherapy failure and tumor

relapse. In this study, we examined the effect of DDP, a well

known anti-tumor agent, on the three osteosarcoma cell lines. The

cytotoxic effect of DDP is mainly caused by the formation of

cisplatin-DNA adduct which subsequently leads to transcriptional

obstacles and double-strand breaks (DSBs). The excess DNA

damage ultimately triggers cell death pathway [27]. The catalytic

subunit of DNA-dependent protein (DNA-PKcs) plays an impor-

tant role in non-homologous end joining (NHEJ), which is the

major way of DSBs repair [28]. Overexpression of DNA-PKcs

gives rise to high survival rate of osteosarcoma cell lines after DDP

treatment. Bcl-2, a critical regulator of anti-apoptosis members,

promotes cell survival and impairs apoptosis [29]. ATP-binding

cassette (ABC) transporters such as ABCB1 and ABCG2, which

can efflux hoechst 33342, are expressed in side population(SP) cells

enriched in CSCs [30]. In our study, CD271+ cells manifested

higher expression of DNA-PKcs, Bcl-2 and ABCG2 at protein

level. These results suggest that CD271+ cells are more refractory

to DDP probably due to multiple mechanisms involved in DNA

repair, anti-apoptosis and defluxion.

The most important criterion of CSCs is widely believed to be

tumorigenicity in vivo. We subcutaneously injected MNNG/HOS

cells in immunodeficiency mice with different cell numbers. As

shown in our study, CD271+ cells had higher frequency of tumor

formation. Tumors originated from CD271+ cells grew faster than

that from CD2712 cells. This result supports that CD271+ cells

are more oncogenic compared with their negative counterparts.

Both CD271+ and CD2712 cells formed tumors with similar

expression of CD271 ultimately, which suggested the differentia-

tion ability of CD271+ cells.

In this study, we proved that CD271+ osteosarcoma cells

displayed stem-like properties such as self-renewal, differentiation,

CD271+ Osteosarcoma Stem-Like Cells
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drug resistance and tumorigenicity compared with CD2712 cells.

Low-toxic, targeted therapy based on the research of CSCs surface

markers will probably have advantage in the future, compared

with traditional cancer treatment including chemotherapy and

radiotherapy.
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